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Game Overview 

Introduction:  

Monopoly is a social game that focuses on the strategic use of money and 

property. The game is set in the busy streets of Atlanta, Georgia and New Jersey. 

Players will role play as different items and try to land on the property to buy it and 

collect rent from other players. Players will be handed $1,500 dollars to begin with and 

collect rent after they’ve bought property.  

Vision Statement: 

Players will invest in property, collect rent from other player and improve their 

property. They will have the chance to bankrupt they’re opponents and become the 

richest player. Have fun with friends trying to survive and plan how to invest in your 

property and not to call bankruptcy. Develop a plan for how to collect the most money 

and how to invest in your property.  

Genre:  

Monopoly is classified as a social party game and is considered to be a 

mainstream tabletop game.  

Number of Players:  

The game is designed to be played with eight or more people, but could be 

arranged to host 6 people.  
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Target Audience:  

Monopoly is designed for players eight years of age and older due to the need of 

strategy and younger audiences will not enjoy losing. More will be discussed in the later 

Target Audience Research section of this document.  

Unique Selling Points:  

●  Popular amongst all ages 

● Financial Theme 
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Game Components 

 The game components section will describe each asset that will be included and 

necessary for gameplay. Some will be discussed in further detail in the gameplay 

section of the document.  

What’s included? 

● Game Board 

● Instructions 

● 16 Chance Cards 

● 16 Community Chest cards 

● Deed Cards  

○ 22 Street Cards 

○ 4 Railroads 

○ 2 Utilities 

● 2 Dice (1 six-sided/ 1 “speed die”) 

● 32 Houses and 12 Hotels 

● $20,580 Money (30 of each) 

● 8 tokens 
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Game board 

 The game board is a 20 by 20 inches 

cardboard piece with forty spaces to land on the 

perimeter of the board. It contains 28 properties, 22 

streets, 4 railroads, 2 utilities, 3 Chance Spaces, 3 

Community Chest Pieces, A Luxury Tax Space, An 

Income Tax Space, And The Four Corner Squares: 

Go, (In) Jail/Just Visiting, Free Parking, And Go To 

Jail. Each player will gain a property card when they 

purchase property and must keep track of their property.  

Game Cards 

The cards in the game are meant for player to keep track of their property and 

know the rent of their property with houses or hotels. They’re given to players once they 

purchase their desired property by the banker. Each card is 3 7/16 inches by 2 7/32 

inches. Each card has a unique mortgage amount on the back of the card. The name of 

the property is on top of the card along with the respective color. The colors at the top of 

the card represent where and how expensive each card will be (see the board) The blue 

cards are more expensive than the brown cards. Anything after the brown cards will be 

get more and more expensive. These cards can be traded or auctioned with other 

players. All property cards contain the rent amount for the amount of houses/hotels 

owned and how much each house/hotel costs. Railroad and Utility cards only have the 
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rent amount and how much mortgage would be, but are the same as the Property 

cards. 

Chance Cards/ Community Chest 

 The cards are placed in the center of the board and a player grabs one 

when he/she lands on the Chance/Community Chest space on the board. The chance 

cards and Community Chest cards are special cards that a player can receive. The 

player must follow the instructions on the card and can either reward them or punish 

them. Chance cards are orange cards with a white question mark on the front. 

Community Chest cards are blue cards with a Chest on the front of the card. 

Money 

(money) Paper money is used to purchase property from the bank, other players 

or buying them off an auction. There are $500, $100, $50, $20, $10, $5, and $1 dollar 

bills in monopoly. Each bill has its own respective color to differentiate it from the rest ( 

see link for details). Before the game starts the players must pick someone to be the 

banker. The banker is the one who will exchange money for players, give players 

property cards and handles all the money in the bank. At the start of the game each 

player will receive $1500 from the banker. The players received 2 x $500, 4 x $100, 1x 

$50, 1 x $20, 2 x $10, 1 x $5, and 5 x $1 bills. They add money when their opponents 

lands on their property. There are different rent values for how many houses the player 

owns own and if the player owns the block. The player can also lose money by paying 

rent to their opponents, when they purchase a property or they get a chance card 

saying to pay other players. 
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Houses and Hotels 

(Houses and Hotels) The houses and hotels in the game are for players to place 

on their property. The Houses are ⅜ inch by ½ inch green plastic pieces and hotel 

pieces are ⅝ inches by ½ inch red long pieces. Players can purchase houses or hotel 

for their property ( to be explained in gameplay section). 

Tokens  

(Tokens)The tokens for monopoly vary on which theme the player has. If the 

player has the original board game then there will be 8 tokens total for players to 

choose from. These tokens are in the shape of a Battleship, A Thimble, A Top Hat, A 

Wheelbarrow, A Boot, A Cat, A Race Car, And A Scottie Dog. The tokens are small 

figures of different items or things. Usually tokens are metallic unless for a themed 

board then they’re plastic. The tokens are moved around the board corresponding to the 

number rolled on the dice (details on the gameplay section). 
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Gameplay 

The gameplay section will describe in detail the rules, mechanics, phases, and how 

overall game progression will happen in Monopoly.  

Overview:  

Once the game is setup and the players have received their tokens, the game 

will progress through many recurring game loops each consisting paying rent of the 

player’s opponent’s and purchasing items for the player’s property until everyone 

declares bankruptcy. The overall goal of the game is to make every opponent declare 

bankruptcy. Each player will purchase their property if they choose too and upgrade 

their property to collect rent. This game is meant to be strategic with financing money 

and making the right purchases when 

buying property. Can you make your 

opponents declare bankruptcy before 

you do?  

Set up 

1. Clear the playing surface 

2. Place the tokens in the center 

and let the players choose their 

token. 

3. Decide who will be Banker by 

rolling dice and whoever rolls the 
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highest number and give them the money, The property cards, and the 

houses/hotels.  

4. Layout the board on the playing surface. 

5. Place the Chance cards on the orange question marks and the community cards 

in the area with the chest on it.  

6. At this point all players must put they’re tokens on Go! 

7. The banker will hand each player their $1500. 

8. You cannot purchase property on your first round. You must pass Go! Before you 

can purchase anything.  

Game Phases: 

First Round: 

 The game will begin with all the player going around the board. During the first Round 

players are not allowed to purchase property.  

Passing Go: 

 After passing Go! Players collect $200 from the bank. If it’s their second lpa the player 

can now purchase the property they landed on. If they do not want the property the 

player must auction it. The starting bid is $50. 

Game Progression 

Initial Primary 

The youngest player will go first, afterwards players must go clockwise. No players are 

allowed to purchase any property until their second lap/run. After their second lap the 

player may now purchase/auction the property they landed on. If a player land on their 
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opponents property they must pay the player the rent for landing there. Players may 

purchase houses if they wish. Hotels can only be purchased if the player already has 4 

houses on the property.  

Campaign Trail:  

Each time a player passes Go they earn $200 from the bank. The players can also 

break money to the banker. If a player cannot pay rent to another player they can sell 

their houses, mortgage the property, auction it or trade it to the other player. Players 

who land on either Income Tax or Luxury Tax pay the indicated amount to the bank. 

Properties can only be developed once a player owns all the properties in that color 

group. A house must be built on each property of that color before a second can be 

built.  player is sent to jail for doing any of the following; Landing directly on "Go to Jail," 

Throwing three consecutive doubles in one turn, or Drawing a "Go to Jail" card from 

Chance or Community Chest. When a player is sent to jail, they move directly to the Jail 

space, their turn ends and they don’t pass go or collect $200. If a player is in jail, they 

must either pay a fine of $50 to be released, use a Chance or Community Chest Get 

Out of Jail Free card, or attempt to roll doubles on the dice. If a player fails to roll 

doubles, they lose their turn. Properties can also be mortgaged, although all 

developments on a monopoly must be sold before any property of that color can be 

mortgaged or traded. The player receives half the purchase price from the bank for 

each mortgaged property. 
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Remaining Primaries 

If a player declares bankruptcy they’re out of the game and have lost. The remaining 

players must compete to try and eliminate each other by forcing each other to declare 

bankruptcy. The last player remaining wins the game.  

Keeping Score: 

Players get a property/utilities/railroad card if they’re purchased it. They must keep track 

of what is theirs and improve their property. Banker must make sure they’re doing math 

correctly and must have their cards/houses/hotels organized and ready to hand to other 

players. 

Research 

This Section will discuss the research behind the decisions about the theme and target 

audience for Monopoly.  

Theme:  

Monopoly is a Resource Management and strategic game about negotiation and 

finance. It is meant to challenge players on their financial skills. Although Monopoly can 

have many different themes. Here are a few themes; Star Wars Monopoly, Skyrim 

Monopoly, Pokemon Monopoly Kanto Edition, Stranger Things Monopoly and a bunch 

more. Each theme has its own tokens and properties to match its theme.  

Studies show that monopoly is still the most played board game in the world. The 

reason it's still so popular is probably because it’s very appealing and simple to play. 
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Anyone can play monopoly and its enjoyable.. sometimes. It’s also a very family friendly 

game that everyone will enjoy. 

Target Audience: 

 As previously stated Monopoly is designed to be a social party game for six or more 

players. This game appeals to many social and cultural mainstream people that enjoy 

playing and competing with others/family members. 

The following is some of the research done to determine an appropriate age market. An 

article, written by Geoffrey James, discusses how Monopoly should be played with older 

kids and adults. James states that children “can’t possibly learn and understand how 

finances work if they don't first understand the basic concept of cash. He also mentions 

that monopoly teaches math to children at an early age. At this age (7-11) children are 

in their concrete operational stage. Piaget believed this stage was a turning point in a 

child’s life because it marked the beginning of operational thought. CHildren gain the 

abilities of conservation such as numbers, area, volume and etc.  
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Appendices 

List of Cards 
 
 

Railroad/Utilities Rent 2 Owned 3 Owned All Owned Mortgage 

Short Line  $25 $50 $100 $200 $100 

Reading $25 $50 $100 $200 $100 

B & O $25 $50 $100 $200 $100 

Pennsylvania $25 $50 $100 $200 $100 

Water works 4 x 
amount 
on dice 

10 x amount 
shown on 
dice 

   

Electric company 4 x 
amount 
on dice 

10 x amount 
shown on 
dice 
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